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UP MA RKET L I T ER A RY

FAITHLESS
Alice Nelson
August 2022
Vintage Australia
336pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Over 11,000
copies sold of
The Children’s
House sold in
Australia and
New Zealand

‘Faithless is a remarkable story about love, literature, family, mortality and that which survives
mortality, among other profound human experiences.’
- Michael Cunningham, Pulitzer Prize winner for The Hours
Set between India and England, Faithless is the story of Cressida, a writer and translator, and her
consuming love for Max, an enigmatic older writer – and married man.
Cressida’s passion for Max engulfs her from the first giddy rush of sensation when she is eighteen and
meets him in the mountains of southern India. It is a desire so potent it delivers great stunning blows to
her heart. And yet she can share it with almost no one.
Then Cressida meets Leo, and she is forced to choose: between a life of passion or a desire for some
peace of mind; between her romantic idealism and the possibility of a steadier, attainable happiness.
As the years unfold with both these men, a fragile young child, Flora, also finds her way into Cressida’s life
and heart, and it is Flora who forces Cressida to confront her own capacity for love and deception, and to
accept the compromises life forces on us; the lies we tell in service of those things we cannot live without.
Faithless is a passionate love story and a profound reflection on the nuances of attachment, the nature
of desire, the different connections and relationships that sustain us, and the ways that we deceive
ourselves and others in the hope that, finally, we can reach stumblingly towards one another.
Praise for Faithless
‘Faithless is a superb literary achievement that firmly places Nelson among Australia’s leading
contemporary writers. The beauty of her language, the sophistication of her ideas, and her skilful
interweaving of plot, character, and meaning set this book apart, and it deserves critical acclaim and to
reach a wide audience.’ – Australian Book Review
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‘Risking extravagance, I’m willing to suggest the intensity of Alice Nelson’s third novel, Faithless, captures
something of the tragic passion of Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina ... a triumph, using a perfectly paced firstperson narrative to unravel an obsessively complex love story with elegiac fluency.’ Canberra Times
complex love story with elegiac fluency.’ – Canberra Times

ALICE NELSON is an Australian novelist who lived for many years in New York.
She was named the Sydney Morning Herald Best Young Australian Novelist for her
first novel, The Last Sky, which also won the TAG Hungerford Award. Her second
novel The Children’s House was published to critical acclaim in Australia, France
and Germany, and long-listed for several awards. Alice’s short fiction, essays and
reviews have appeared in a range of international publications. Alice now lives in
the south of France. Photo Credit © Nicole Boenig-McGrade

CO MMERI C A L

LENNY MARKS GETS AWAY WITH MURDER
Kerryn Mayne
March 2023
Bantam Australia
352pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Kerryn Mayne’s stunning debut is an irresistible novel that’s both chilling and charming, suspenseful
and uplifting. And, of course, simply unforgettable…
‘With Lenny Marks and the Almost Truth, Kerryn Mayne makes a very grand entrance into the
Australian literary scene. With humour, heart and characters you come to love, this is a book you
will devour now, and keep thinking about later!’ Sally Hepworth, author of The Younger Wife
Lenny Marks is good at not remembering.
She has spent the last twenty years not thinking about the day her mother left her when she was still a
child. Her stepfather’s parting words, however, remain annoyingly unforgettable: ‘You did this.’
Now thirty-seven, Lenny prefers contentment and order over the unreliability of happiness and the
messiness of relationships. She fills her days teaching at the local primary school, and her nights playing
Scrabble with her pretend housemate, watching reruns of Friends and rearranging her thirty-six copies of
The Hobbit.
Recently though, if only to appease her beloved foster-mum, Lenny has set herself the goal of ‘getting a
life’.
Then, out of the blue, a letter arrives from the Adult Parole Board. And when her desperate attempts to
ignore it fail, Lenny starts to unravel.
Worse, she starts to remember . . .
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Sales Points:
• A stunning, captivating debut by an exciting new talent who doesn’t want to follow the
suspense genre rule-book.
• This novel is part suspense, part uplit fiction - an interesting blend but it works like a dream.
• The author is a serving detective in the Victorian Police Force. But, rest assured, this is no
dry police procedural.
• Think Eleanor Oliphant crossed with Sally Hepworth crossed with The Girl on the Train!

KERRYN MAYNE is an ex-wedding photographer, current police officer and
terrible (but enthusiastic) tennis player. When not at work attempting to solve
crime, she is writing about it or preparing an endless stream of snacks for her
four children. Kerryn lives in the bayside suburbs of Melbourne with her husband,
children and a highly suspect lovebird. She only owns 11 copies of The Hobbit (for
now).

upmarket literary - highlight

HER FIDELITY
Katharine Pollock
August 2022
Vintage Australia
304pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

A very funny confessional novel set in an independent record store. This is High Fidelity with a female
gaze.
Kathy has worked at beloved Brisbane indie record store Dusty’s Records for half her life. She arrived as a
teenager high on her dad’s supply of Led Zeppelin, stayed through her twenties and suddenly thirty is on
the horizon and she’s still there, measuring her self-worth by her knowledge of the Velvet Underground’s
back catalogue.
Lately, though, cracks have been appearing in Kathy’s comfortable indie bubble. Her friends – feisty
Mel, the only other woman employed at Dusty’s, and straight-laced Alex, whom Kathy has known since
preschool – are growing up and moving on, while she’s stuck in a cycle of record store, pub, repeat, with
the rest of the Dusty’s music bros. But how do you move forward when you’re stuck in a groove? And what
happens when you realise that you’ve been working so hard to be part of the boys’ club that you never
stopped to wonder if you should be creating a club of your own?
Her Fidelity is a feminist coming-of-age story for anyone who has ever felt that a song understood them
more than their own family, for anyone who has ever felt like the culture they love might not love them
back, and for anyone who has ever turned to Stevie Nicks for advice while ignoring the sensible people
around them.
Praise for Her Fidelity
‘I laughed out loud 5 times within the first 2 pages of Her Fidelity.’ – Kim Salmon, author of Rock and Roll
‘Katharine Pollock is the voice that we have been waiting for.’ – Krissy Kneen, author of The Three Burials
of Lotty Kneen
‘An ode to friendship, community and where we belong.’ – Melina Marchetta, author of Looking for
Alibrandi
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KATHARINE POLLOCK worked in independent record stores in Brisbane and
Sydney for many years. She holds a PhD in Humanities and Communication Arts
from Western Sydney University’s Writing and Society Research Centre. She was
a Writer in Residence at Varuna, The Writers’ House in 2020, and Visiting Writer
at the National Young Writers’ Festival in 2019. In 2021 she won the Queensland
Writers Centre’s GenreCon short story competition and had another short story
published in ZineWest. Her work has also been published in Kill Your Darlings,
Funny Ha Ha and Lip. You can find her online at @thatrecordstoregirl. Photo Credit
© Katharine Pollock

upmarket literary - highlight

THE LAST LOVE NOTE
Emma Grey
January 2023
Michael Joseph
352pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

A sparkling romantic comedy with a heart-breaking twist ideal for Tiktok fans.
In the aftermath of crushing grief, sole parent Kate Whittaker must learn to live and love again. It’s been
tough raising her young son and wrangling a university fundraising job, an overbearing mother and a
best friend intent on matchmaking her with someone new.
When Kate and her boss, Hugh, become stranded in a quiet village, she finally has a chance to process
all that she’s been through and all that the future might hold. Caught in an impossible tangle of loss, love
and unexpected longing, Kate wonders if she can risk her heart again.
But when it becomes clear that Hugh is hiding a secret from her past, all she has to guide her is the trail
of scribbled notes she once used to hold her life together. The first note captured her heart. Will the last
note set it free?
The Last Love Note will break your heart into a thousand shards and piece it back together again.
Sales points

•
•
•
•
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A smart new romantic comedy with a heartbreaking twist by an author who’s lived through her
own romantic tragedy.
In the style of PS I Love You and The Last Letter from Your Lover comes a gorgeous new romcom
ideal for the Booktok market.
Tiktok has proven that there IS demand for romantic comedies - and here is our own local
author bursting into this space.
This novel definitely falls into the ‘tear-jerker’ category that is so popular right now.

EMMA GREY is a novelist, feature writer, photographer, professional speaker and
accountability coach. She has been writing fiction since she first fell for Anne
of Green Gables at fourteen and is the author of the YA novels Unrequited: Boy
band meets girl, Tilly Maguire and the Royal Wedding Mess and I Don’t Have Time
(co-authored with Audrey Thomas), as well as the parenting memoir Wits’ End
Before Breakfast! Confessions of a Working Mum. She wrote her first adult novel,
The Last Love Note, in the wake of her husband’s death. It’s a fictional tribute to
their love, an attempt to articulate the magnitude of her loss and a life-affirming
commitment to hope. Emma lives just outside Canberra, where her world
centres on her two adult daughters, young son, loved step-children and stepgrandchildren, writing, photography and endlessly chasing the Aurora Australis.
Photo Credit © Hannah Robertson

upmarket literary - highlight

A MAN AND HIS PRIDE
Luke Rutledge
January 2023
Michael Joseph
352pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

It’s not always easy to be loud and proud - unless you have someone to show you the way.
A fun, exuberant and moving gay novel by an exciting new voice in commercial fiction, where these
diverse stories can be hard to find. This is a contemporary love story – or uplifting ‘bromcom’ – ideal
for millennials and fans of Honeybee and Heartstopper.
Set in Brisbane during Australia’s 2017 same-sex marriage plebiscite, 26-year-old Sean Preston confronts
his internalised homophobia and guilt, eventually learning to accept the most important love of all – the
love for oneself.
When Sean’s relationship of three months comes to a humiliating end, he vows to never become
emotionally attached to anyone again. Sean lives through a revolving door of hook-ups, stimulants and
booze. The rest of his life is also a mess. His job as a professional online troll moderator doesn’t help
his mental health. Then there’s his best friend, former girlfriend Abby, who still resents Sean for coming
out. Even his own mother seems to hate him. Caught between Abby’s narcissism and his mother’s
constant allusions to Sean having ruined her life, Sean reels from one crisis to another. And yet a strange
connection with Meredith, an 85-year-old nursing home resident, somehow unites the worst of Sean’s
tangled identity crisis.
When Sean meets William, who is shy and naïve about the gay dating scene, an unlikely friendship
blossoms. Sean begins to understand the value of friendship and true connection, and slowly dares to
hope for a kinder life for himself. But how to begin?
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Author’s note on why he wrote A Man and His Pride:
As an open and proud gay man in my 30s, I am still trying to make sense of the shame and internalised
homophobia I grappled with in my teens and early 20s. This novel explores the difference between being
‘out’ and being ‘out and proud’, and how ‘coming out’ is not a single act but an ongoing journey of selfacceptance. As a reader, I want to see more adult novels depicting gay culture and its flaws, including
the community’s obsession with image and labels that straight audiences may not at first recognise.
Some may think legalising same-sex marriage was the final step in achieving equality in Australia; on
the contrary, too few gay men see their stories or experiences represented, and living with that shame
remains all-too common for gay men of all ages today.

LUKE RUTLEDGE has worked as a communications specialist since 2014. He
studied journalism and professional writing, editing and publishing at the
Queensland University of Technology. Before that, he studied music at the
Queensland Conservatorium of Music, where he majored in classical flute. He
lives in Brisbane with his fiancé and their west highland terrier, Rufus. A Man and
his Pride is his debut novel.

CO MMERC I A L FI C T I O N

THE ONE AND ONLY DOLLY JAMIESON
Lisa Ireland
January 2023
Michael Joseph Australia
368pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights held: World

A homeless former Broadway star meets a wealthy middle-aged housewife and forms an unlikely
friendship – one that will change both their lives.
Dolly Jamieson is not homeless, she’s merely between permanent abodes. The 78-year-old spends her
days keeping warm at the local library, where she enjoys sparring with the officious head librarian and
helping herself to the free morning tea. It’s not so bad, really.
But it’s certainly a far cry from the 1960s, when this humble girl from Geelong became an international
star as the lead in the Broadway production of The Rose of France.
When Jane Leveson, a well-to-do newcomer to the library, shows an interest in Dolly, the pair strike up an
unlikely friendship – and soon Jane is offering to help Dolly write her memoirs.
Yet Dolly can detect a deep sadness in the younger woman’s eyes. Perhaps by working together to
recount the glittering highs, devastating lows and tragic secrets of Dolly’s life, both women can finally
face their pasts and start to heal . . .
Pre-publication endorsements
‘This book had me from the first page . . . and it still has me. It has been years since a book has made me
feel like this.’ – Sally Hepworth, author of The Younger Wife
‘From the glamour of Broadway in the 1960s to the realities of life for the unhoused today, this is a riveting
and heartbreaking story of friendship, second chances and hope.’ – Kelly Rimmer, author of
Things We Cannot Say
Sales points

•
•
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•

A compelling feel-good novel featuring a proud and gutsy heroine with a truly unbreakable
spirit.
The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo meets The Single Ladies of the Jacaranda Retirement
Village.
A story of hope, friendship, and resilience – with a nostalgic touch of showbiz glamour thrown
in – as we see theatre star Dolly’s rise and fall and rise and fall across seven decades.

LISA IRELAND is a full-time writer. Previously, Lisa worked for many years as a
primary school teacher. The Life and Times of Dolly Jamieson is Lisa’s seventh
novel. Photo Credit © Nikki Cherry

UP MA RKET L I T ER A RY/CRO SSO VER YO UN G ADULT

SIXTY-SEVEN DAYS
Yvonne Weldon
July 2022
Michael Joseph
320pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Sixty-Seven Days is a novel you will fall in love with. It is a classic tale of girl meets boy and the
transformative power of love, told with such a fresh, vibrant voice. Evie’s character bursts from the
page, in a story that builds and builds to a stunning conclusion.
Evie has been raised by a proud trailblazing Wiradjuri family. She remembers so much about the previous
world - the Dreamtime, the ancestors, and the knowing - but she also harbours a dark pain that is
becoming almost too much to bear.
When Evie meets James, they travel to Evie’s beloved country, the central west of New South Wales
and the Riverina regions. Swimming in the waters of the Kalare, as known by the Wiradjuri, and in the
Murrumbidgee, singing with her ancestors, listening to the spirits - until a sudden event leaves them
seeking answers to one of life’s most eternal questions: is love strong enough to withstand anything?
An intense and mesmerising story of first love and longing, suffused with Wiradjuri Dreaming, family and
culture, about a future dreamt and a future taken, by an important new voice in fiction.
.
Sales points
• A contemporary Australian love story like no other.
• Adult novel with crossover YA appeal, in the tradition of Our Chemical Hearts.
• An important new Indigenous voice from a leading Wiradjuri woman.
• Broad audience appeal, from romance readers looking for a captivating new voice and a story to
leave them blubbering, to literary readers who will be intrigued by what Yvonne has to say about
contemporary Indigenous issues.
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YVONNE WELDON is a writer of fiction with a uniquely diverse lived experience,
sharing truth-telling through fictional writing that stirs reflection to encourage
action for positive change. In 2016, Yvonne was shortlisted for the Queensland
Literary Awards David Unaipon Unpublished Manuscript for Sixty-Seven
Days, and was awarded a Faber Writing Academy Scholarship in 2017.
Yvonne is the current Chairperson of the Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land
Council and the first Aboriginal candidatenominated for the Lord Mayor of
Sydney. She has worked in senior positions in Aboriginal policy development,
health, human services, child care services, child protection, housing, disability
and Aboriginal heritage. She is a proud Wiradjuri woman and maintains strong
ties to her homelands of Cowra and the Riverina areas in New South Wales. Photo
Credit © Yvonne Weldon

FI C T I O N

POOR PEOPLE WITH MONEY
Dominic Hoey
August 2022
Penguin
240pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

A darkly comic, gritty, punch-in-the-guts new novel that captures life on the poverty line, the author
of 1986, Iceland and I Thought We’d Be Famous.
Monday Woolridge is a fighter with a face like a broken dinner plate.
Fifteen years ago, her kid brother Eddy disappeared and she’s been looking for him ever since. When
she’s not training, Monday works in a bar selling drinks to rich assholes and dreaming of escape.
Together with her flatmate JJ, Monday comes up with a scheme to make enough money to lift them both
out of debt. But when things go awry, fleeing the city is their only option to escape the gangsters, the
vampires and the ghosts of Monday’s past.
From the award-winning poet and playwright Dominic Hoey, Poor People with Money is a darkly comic,
pacy, heart-twisting, punch-in-the-guts novel that captures life on the poverty line in Aotearoa.
Praise
‘Written with compassion and skill, Poor People with Money is a violent uprising of a novel. This is New
Zealand.’ — Pip Adam, author of New Animals
‘Dominic couldn’t spell academia if he tried. He’s dyslexic. But he’s a savant story teller. His superpower
is making ugly look sexy. He writes for the marginalised. In our country of right-wing sheep farmers and
working-class ram raids, we need him to be reporting live from the crime scene. He’s all we got.’ — Tom
Scott, Musician
‘Fighting is the perfect metaphor for hard times. It teaches us to come to terms with our own morality, our
capacity for good and for bad. Dom finds beauty in this struggle, in the space between hope and despair.’
— Matt Williams, Professional Fighter and Coach
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DOMINIC
HOEY
is
a
poet,
author
and
playwright.
His debut novel Iceland was a New Zealand bestseller, long-listed
for the 2018 Ockham Book Award and his short story 1986 won
the 2021 Sunday Star Times Short Story Award. His latest poetry
collection I Thought We’d Be Famous was released in October 2019.
Dominic has written and performed two one-person hit shows
about his bone disease and his inability to get arts funding.
In a former life, Dominic was an MC battle and slam-poetry champion.
Through his Learn To Write Good creative writing course, Dominic has taught
hundreds of students around the world how to think dyslexic. He also works with
young people through the Atawhai program, teaching art, yoga and meditation
to help them with their mental health and self-esteem. Photo Credit © Andi Crown

FI C T I O N

THE CUTTING
Richard McHugh
August 2022
Viking
320pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

A darkly humorous novel about modern Australia and what it means to be a good person.
It’s 2016. Lance Alcocke, sole heir to an iron ore fortune, forty-ish bachelor, has just lost control of his life’s
work. His newly opened mine, Madeleine’s Monster, named after his pioneering, iron-fisted grandmother,
was supposed to be a workers’ paradise in the Western Australian desert. But the Monster can’t cover
its costs and Lance’s Korean financiers are trying to steal his company out from under him. Lance has
appointed administrators to APC Minerals, and his 1200 workers have lost their jobs.
Among those newly unemployed when the Monster goes under is young engineer Will Fulbright. Will’s
downhill slide has been gathering pace for some time. His formerly loved-up girlfriend, Justine Jamison,
director of the refugee advocacy group Free All Refugee Children! (FARC!) and lefty girl about town,
doesn’t seem to like him much anymore. Will has no income, not many prospects, a slightly out of control
drug problem, and finds himself back on his mother’s couch in Sydney’s Western suburbs. Meanwhile,
out on the coast, at the Bronte Cutting, Will’s old employer, Lance Alcocke, and Will’s girlfriend Justine are
on a personal collision course of their own.
This is a novel of our times. It is about money, class, race, privilege, families, friends, lovers, duplicity and
corruption . . . and whether it’s possible for anyone to get what they deserve any more.
Sales points
• Richard McHugh is a great observer of humanity – his work as a Special Counsel enables him to
see the best and worst. He reserves his sharpest wit for those with the most power.
• Blackly humorous, as well as poignant. This is a novel of the wealthy and privileged behaving
badly.
• Perfect for fans of Succession, to tide them over while they wait for the next season.
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RICHARD McHUGH lives near the ocean in Sydney with his partner
and their children. He argues cases, makes photographs and writes.
He published his first novel, Charlie Anderson’s General Theory of Lying,
in 2015. The Cutting is his second novel. Photo Credit © Keith Saunders

C RI ME

DEAD TIDE
Fiona McIntosh
January 2023
Michael Joseph
400pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Jack’s back. Down Under.
The heart-stopping new DCI Jack Hawksworth crime thriller by the bestselling author of Mirror Man.
Newly promoted Detective Superintendent Jack Hawksworth has headed up three major serial operations
in England and in each of these cases he has lost a part of himself. While on sabbatical as guest lecturer
in a London university, one of his female students dies under highly suspicious circumstances, and he
finds himself drawn into a chilling new case that reaches across the world.
Jack’s investigations lead him to Adelaide where he identifies a cynical international crime consortium
that preys on the anguish of childless couples and vulnerable women. Together with local major crime
officers, he follows his leads to the windswept Yorke Peninsula, and becomes caught up in an intoxicating
private drama.
With his personal and professional business entangled once again, Jack must put his own life on the line
to bring justice to those who are grieving.
From the bestselling author of Mirror Man comes a heart-stopping new novel of greed and corruption
that questions the price people are willing to pay for a human life.
Sales points

•
•
•
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The heart-stopping new DCI Jack Hawksworth crime novel by the bestselling author of Mirror
Man.
The new book is a hugely popular series by a blockbuster author.
Ideal for summer reading promotions and campaigns.

FIONA MCINTOSH is an internationally bestselling author of novels for adults and
children. She co-founded an award-winning travel magazine with her husband,
which they ran for fifteen years while raising their twin sons before she became a
full-time author. Fiona roams the world researching and drawing inspiration for
her novels, and runs a series of highly respected fiction masterclasses. She calls
South Australia home. Photo Credit © Anne Stropin

L I T ER A RY T H RI L L ER

DENIZEN: WINNER OF THE PENGUIN LITERARY PRIZE
James McKenzie Watson
July 2022
Viking
Trade paperback – 352pp
Rights held: World

A rural thriller from the winner of the 2021 Penguin Literary Prize.
Denizen is an Australian gothic literary thriller that explores rural Australia’s simultaneous celebration of
harsh country and stoic people – a tension that forces its inhabitants to dangerous breaking points.
On a remote property in western New South Wales, eight-year-old Parker fears that something is wrong
with his brain. His desperate attempts to control this internal chaos spark a series of events that gallop
from his control in deadly and devastating ways.
Years later, Parker, now a father himself, returns to the bushland he grew up in for a camping trip with old
friends. When this reunion descends into chaos amid revelations of unresolved fear, guilt and violence,
Parker must finally address the consequences of his childhood actions.
Sales Points
• James writes directly into one of the most popular genres – Australian rural noir
• Think Jane Harper, J.P. Pomare, Chris Hammer
• Awarded a 2021 Varuna Residential Fellowship
• Awarded a 2021 Katherine Susannah Prichard Residential Fellowship
Praise for Denizen
‘I read Denizen in just a couple of sittings, and I’m still struggling to put into words just what i loved about
it. I recognised so many of the descriptions as being from my own late nineties/early noughties country
childhood, and the visceral and affecting writing gets under your skin. I don’t want to spoil the experience
by telling you too much about the plot. This is a not-to-be-missed reading experience.’ – Hayley
Scrivenor, author of Dirt Town
‘In Denizen, all is at risk an there is nowhere safe.’ – David Vann, author of Caribou Island
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‘Such an incredibly powerful debut! Absolutely gripping. Denizen totally shook me up, and stayed with me
long after I finished the last page.’ – Petronella McGovern, authors of The Liars
‘Confronting and powerful and in a league of its own.’ – Dinuka McKenzie, author of The Torrent

Winner of the 2021 Penguin Literary Prize, JAMES MCKENZIE WATSON
writes short and novel-length fiction with a focus on health and rural
Australia. Denizen was informed by his upbringing in regional New
South Wales. James co-hosts the health and writing podcast James and
Ashley Stay at Home and works as a nurse. Photo Credit © Will Watson

C RI ME

STONE TOWN
Margaret Hickey
July 2022
Bantam Australia
352pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Over 20,000
copies sold in
Australia and
New Zealand

Stone Town is captivating new rural crime drama from the author of the bestselling Cutters End.
With its gold rush history long in the past, Stone Town has definitely seen better days. And it’s now in the
headlines for all the wrong reasons.
When three teenagers stumble upon a body in dense bushland one rainy Friday night, Senior Sergeant
Mark Ariti’s hopes for a quiet posting in his old home town are shattered. The victim is Aidan Sleeth, a
local property developer, whose controversial plans to buy up Stone Town land means few are surprised
he ended up dead.
However his gruesome murder is overshadowed by the mystery consuming the entire nation: the
disappearance of Detective Sergeant Natalie Whitsted.
Natalie had been investigating the celebrity wife of crime boss Tony ‘The Hook’ Scopelliti when she
vanished. What did she uncover? Has it cost her her life? And why are the two Homicide detectives, sent
from the city to run the Sleeth case, so obsessed with Natalie’s fate?
But following a late-night call from his former boss, Mark is sure of one thing: he’s now in the middle of a
deadly game.
Praise for Cutters End
‘Astonishingly assured crime debut. A pitch perfect outback noir, set against a vivid and atmospheric
desert landscape...The book’s explosive finale will linger with you for days.’ – Weekend Australian
‘This smart, affecting tale owes more to Scandi noir fiction with its sinister twists and aching characters...
a tour de force.’ – Australian Women’s Weekly
‘Past and the present collide to create a gripping tale of murder and intrigue’ – Chris Hammer, author of
Treasure and Dirt
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‘… a compelling mystery with a fantastic sense of place, and time, populated by some quintessential small
outback town characters, with a complex investigator at the centre of it.’ – AustCrime

MARGARET HICKEY is an award-winning author and playwright from North East
Victoria. She has a PhD in Creative Writing and is deeply interested in rural lives
and communities. She is the author of Cutters End and Stone Town. Photo Credit
© Charlotte Guest

CO MMERC I A L FI C T I O N

THE ORPHANS
Fiona McIntosh

Over 1 million
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

October 2022
Michael Joseph Australia
432pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold previous titles: The Champagne War – Germany (Blanvalet);
The Diamond Hunter – United Kingdom (Ebury), Germany (Blanvalet),
Lithuania (Alma Littera); The Pearl Thief – United Kingdom (Ebury), Italy
(Newton Compton); The Tea Gardens – United Kingdom (Ebury), Lithuania
(Alma Littera)

Fiona McIntosh is back with a sweeping outback romance.
Orphan Fleur Appleby is adopted by a loving undertaker and his wife and she quickly develops a special
gift for helping bereaved families. Her ambition to be the first female mortician in the country is fuelled
by her plan to bring more women into the male dominated funeral industry.
Raised in the outback of South Australia’s Flinders Ranges, Tom Catchlove is faced with a life-changing
tragedy as a young boy. He works hard but dreams big, striving for a future as a wool classer.
A chance encounter between the two children will change the course of their lives.
By adulthood Fleur finds herself fighting for the survival of the family’s business, while her widowed
father drinks away generations of prosperity and a new, conniving stepmother wants Fleur gone. When
Tom emerges from the isolation of the desert to find new work at the port woolstores, his path crosses
with Fleur’s again – only to be caught up in a murder investigation, in which they can only trust each
other.
At once tragic and triumphant, The Orphans is an unforgettable story about a unique bond between two
children that will echo down the years, and teach them both about the real meaning of life, of loss, and of
love.

Sales points
• Fiona McIntosh has sold over 1 million copies in Australia and New Zealand alone
• As well as being an incredibly successful commercial fiction author, Fiona is also the author of
adult fantasy titles (published by HarperCollins) with rights sold in France, and has also written
titles for children
• Her books The Tea Gardens, The Chocolate Tin and The Perfumer’s Secret have all been
shortlisted or longlisted in the ABIA awards
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FIONA MCINTOSH is an internationally bestselling author of novels for adults and
children. She co-founded an award-winning travel magazine with her husband,
which they ran for fifteen years while raising their twin sons before she became a
full-time author. Fiona roams the world researching and drawing inspiration for
her novels, and runs a series of highly respected fiction masterclasses. She calls
South Australia home. Photo Credit © Anne Stropin

THE LONG WEEKEND
CO MMERC I A L FI C T I O N

Judy Nunn

Over 1 million
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

November 2022
William Heinemann Australia
304pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold previous titles: Maralinga – France (Groupe Le Geste); Khaki
Town – Audio (W F Howes); Heritage – Audio (Bolinda Publishing); Tiger
Men – Audio (Bolinda Publishing); Territory – Audio (Bolinda Publishing);
Spirits of the Ghan – Audio (Bolinda Publishing); Sanctuary – Audio
(Bolinda Publishing); Pacific – Audio (Bolinda Publishing)

Collected together in print for the first time - including two brand new stories - this Judy Nunn
anthology is an intoxicating mixture of suspense, history, romance, supernatural and mystery!
A captivating collection of six stories from Australia’s master storyteller Judy Nunn.
The Long Weekend Tracy, Eve, Jet, Mel and Danielle are looking forward – if a little nervously - to their
upcoming digital detox. No phones, no laptops – just a quiet weekend in a remote mountain shack. What
could go wrong?
The Wardrobe When journalist Nancy buys a rundown terrace house she knows nothing about the
previous owner - until a discovery in an old wardrobe reveals the lives, loves and losses in the world of
Emily Roper.
The Otto Bin Empire: Clive’s Story To the homeless men and women who gather near the docks, the newly
arrived Clive cuts an enigmatic figure. ‘I’m just a bloke going through a period of adjustment,’ he tells
himself, ‘I’ll be back on my feet soon . . .’
Changes As she celebrates her sixty-fifth birthday, actor turned film producer Jackie looks back on her
seven decades – and all the many changes in her life. Not least the most recent and most surprising one
of all . . .
The House on Hill Street It was such a respectable address - the perfect home for Professor Jameson and
his family. But the neighbours are becoming concerned. Eileen Jameson and the boys haven’t been seen
for quite some time...
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Just South of Rome On her way to England, actor Jane Prescott makes a quick stopover in Italy. When she
stumbles upon the Hotel Visconti, a grand eighteenth-century villa, she has no idea that it will change
her life.
JUDY NUNN’S career has been long, illustrious and multifaceted. After
combining her internationally successful acting career with scriptwriting
for television and radio, Judy decided in the 90s to turn her hand to prose.
Her first three novels, The Glitter Game, Centre Stage and Araluen, set
respectively in the worlds of television, theatre and film, became instant
bestsellers, and the rest is history, quite literally in fact. She has since
developed a love of writing Australian historically-based fiction and her
fame as a novelist has spread rapidly throughout Europe where she
is published in English, German, French, Dutch, Czech and Spanish.
Her subsequent bestsellers, Kal, Beneath the Southern Cross, Territory, Pacific,
Heritage, Floodtide, Maralinga, Tiger Men, Elianne, Spirits of the Ghan, Sanctuary,
Khaki Town and Showtime! confirmed Judy’s position as one of Australia’s leading
fiction writers. She has now sold over one million books in Australia alone. Photo
Credit © David Hahn

THE HAPPIEST LITTLE TOWN
CO MMERC I A L FI C T I O N

Barbara Hannay

Over 140,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

August 2022
Michael Joseph Australia
352pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold previous titles: The Sister’s Gift – Bulgaria (Hermes); Meet Me
in Venice – Bulgaria (Hermes), Czech Republic (Baronet), Estonia (Eram
Books); The Country Wedding – Czech Republic (Baronet); The Grazier’s
Wife – Czech Republic (Baronet) The Summer of Secrets – Bulgaria
(Hermes)

The uplifting new novel by the bestselling author of The Garden of Hopes and Dreams
Happiness has a way of catching up with you, even when you’ve given up trying to find it.
Tilly doesn’t believe she can ever be happy again
Fourteen-year-old Tilly’s world is torn apart when her single mother dies suddenly and she is sent a
million miles from everything she has ever known to a small country town and a guardian who’s a total
stranger.
Kate is sure she will be happy just as soon as she achieves her dream
In the picturesque mountains of Far North Queensland, Kate is trying to move on from a failed marriage
by renovating a van and making plans for an exciting travel escape. The fresh start she so desperately
craves is within reach when an unexpected responsibility lands on her doorstep.
Olivia thinks she’s found ‘happy enough’ until an accident changes everything
Ageing former celebrity actress, Olivia is used to winning all the best roles in her local theatre group, but
when she’s injured while making a grand stage exit, she is relegated to the wings. Now she’s determined
that she won’t bow out quietly and be left alone with the demons of her past.
When these lost souls come together under the roof of the Burralea Amateur Theatre group, the
countdown to opening night has already begun. Engaging with a diverse cast of colourful characters, the
three generations of women find unlikely friendship – and more than one welcome surprise.
From the bestselling author of The Garden of Hopes and Dreams comes a heartwarming and uplifting
story about the joys of new beginnings
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Sales points
• Barbara Hannay is one of Australia’s most highly acclaimed romance authors, with over six
million books sold worldwide
• For fans of Beth O’Leary and Rachel Johns
• Hannay’s books have broad appeal, for women aged 15–95!

BARBARA HANNAY writes women’s fiction, with over twelve million books sold
worldwide. Her novels set in Australia have been translated into twenty-six
languages, and she has won the Romance Writers of America’s RITA award and
been shortlisted five times. Two of Barbara’s novels have also won the Romance
Writers of Australia’s Romantic Book of the Year award. Photo Credit © Elliot Hannay

THE OPAL MINER’S DAUGHTER
CO MMERC I A L FI C T I O N

Fiona McArthur

Over 127,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

August 2022
Michael Joseph Australia
384pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: ANZ + Translation
Rights sold previous titles: The Desert Midwife – Audio (Bolinda
Publishing); Mother’s Day – Audio (Bolinda Publishing); The Homestead
Girls – Audio (Bolinda Publishing); Heart of the Sky – Audio (Bolinda
Publishing); The Baby Doctor – Audio (Bolinda Publishing); Red Sand
Sunrise – Audio (Bolinda Publishing)

The heartwarming new medical rural romance from the bestselling author of The Bush Telegraph.
Obstetrician Riley Brand leaves the city behind to go in search of her mother, who’s taking leave from
her marriage after many long years with her husband. Adelaide has set up temporary home in Lightning
Ridge, New South Wales, in the dry backblocks of an old mining town, where she has developed a passion
for opal mining.
Riley will take up a short-term posting as a fertility expert helping women pursue their baby dreams in
remote and regional areas, and hopes she can help to rekindle her parents’ love for each other. The small
dusty community is a far cry from her polite medical practice on the North Shore of Sydney, but the
down-to-earth local women soon welcome her into the fold with their Friday night social gatherings.
But no one is more welcoming than enigmatic doctor Konrad Grey, the GP who’s working alongside her.
When practice receptionist Melinda confesses she’s hiding an unwanted pregnancy, and then goes into
emergency labour, Konrad and Riley are thrown together in challenging and wonderful ways.
A moving and heartwarming story about new life and new loves, about the treasures to be found above
and beneath the surface of a small country town, and about the important choices women must make in
life.
Sales points
• Fiona McArthur is a stalwart of the romance writing scene in Australia and has carved a special
place for herself in the hearts of her readers. She releases a new rural romance each year, and
sells especially well in ebook.
• A former midwife and midwife educator, Fiona brings a unique authenticity to her stories about
country women, doctors and nurses – with the feelgood factor of newborn babies thrown in.
This is very accessible (mass-market) fiction ideal for the discount department stores.
• For fans of Fiona Palmer, Fleur McDonald and Rachael Treasure
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Drawing from her life as a rural midwife, FIONA MCARTHUR shares her
love of working with women, families and health professionals in her
books. In her compassionate, pacey fiction, her love of the Australian
landscape meshes beautifully with warm, funny, multigenerational
characters as she highlights challenges for rural and remote families, and
the strength shared between women. Happy endings are a must. Fiona is
the author of non-fiction book Aussie Midwives, and lives on a farm with
her husband in northern New South Wales. She was awarded the NSW
Excellence in Midwifery Award in 2015 and the Australian Ruby Award for
Contemporary Romantic Fiction in 2020. Photo Credit © Fiona McArthur

CO MMERC I A L FI C T I O N

GATHERING STORMS
Kerry McGinnis
June 2022
Michael Joseph Australia
368pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold for previous title: Mallee Sky – Audio (Bolinda)

Set against the stunning backdrop of the Gulf country’s monsoon season, this is a dramatic story of
betrayal and forgiveness from bestselling author and Australia’s authentic voice of the land.
Penny Carter’s quiet life in Southbend, running a nursery with her ex father-in-law, is turned upside down
when Lisa, the young daughter of her late husband, is unexpectedly deposited on her doorstep. The
unwelcome houseguest stirs up more than just memories of Penny’s husband’s betrayal, when a cyclone
leads to the discovery of a skeleton buried next to the town cemetery.
As the mystery around the unsettling discovery grows, Penny, supported by her enigmatic neighbour
Flint, begins to question everything she thought she knew about her own childhood and her mother’s
death. Family secrets long thought buried come bubbling to the surface, as other shocking revelations
see Penny and Lisa in an ultimate race for survival.
But what other secrets will the Wet season uncover, while the whole town is cut off from the rest of the
world?
Sales Points
• The new rural mystery from perennial bestselling author and Australia’s authentic ‘voice of the bush’.
• Kerry writes about beautiful remote parts of Australia and brings to life magical corners of our
country.
• An author with a strong and loyal following and a fulsome backlist.
• Beautifully written books that appeal widely - to old and young, male and female, mass-market and
literary.
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KERRY MCGINNIS was born in Adelaide and at the age of twelve took up a life of
droving with her father and four siblings. The family travelled extensively across
the Northern Territory and Queensland before settling on a station in the Gulf
Country. Kerry has worked as a shepherd, droving hand, gardener and stockcamp and station cook on the family property, Bowthorn, north-west of Mount
Isa. She is the author of two volumes of memoir, Pieces of Blue and Heart Country,
and the bestselling novels The Waddi Tree, Wildhorse Creek, Mallee Sky, Tracking
North, Out of Alice, Secrets of the Springs, The Heartwood Hotel, The Roadhouse,
Croc Country and The Missing Girl. Photo Credit © Paul Beutel

THE REDGUM RIVER RETREAT
CO MMERC I A L FI C T I O N

Sandie Docker
March 2023
Michael Joseph
368pp (153mm x 234mm)

Over 45,000
copies sold
across all titles
in Australia and
New Zealand

Rights Held: World
Rights sold for previous titles: The Kookaburra Creek Cafe – United
Kingdom (W F Howes LTD), Germany (Verlagsgruppe Random House); The
Cottage at Rosella Cove – Audio (W F Howes), The Banksia Bay Beach Shack
– Audio (W F Howes),

The heartwarming new novel by the author of The Wattle Island Book Club.
Hope
Single mother Sarah is guilt-ridden when an accident leaves her young daughter Melody seriously injured and their once music-filled lives silent. When she discovers her grandmother Rosalie’s old war correspondence, she thinks she might have found a way to save her family, but it will require a leap of faith
she isn’t sure they are ready to take.
Heartache
In 1945 Rosalie is desperate to forge a career as a journalist, and taking photos for soldiers serving in the
Second World War for the ‘Snapshots from Home League’ might just lead to the job of her dreams. But
when two brothers she’s been corresponding with come home to Redgum River, her life is turned upside
down, and she flees, vowing to never return.
Healing
When Rosalie discovers Redgum River has a music retreat that could help Melody, the three generations
of women reluctantly head to the idyllic town. And as Sarah draws together the threads of what happened here all those years ago, a heartbreaking family mystery is brought to light, and they discover that
the ghosts of the past can lead them to their future, and they might all be more in tune than they first
thought.
Welcome to the Redgum River Retreat, where a fractured family has the chance to find harmony within the
discord of their lives.
Praise for Sandie Docker
‘Sandie Docker is the voice of Australian multi-generational sagas’ – Read the Riot Act
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‘A Sandie Docker book is like a cup of tea and a biscuit. It’s warm on the inside, snuggly, sweet and lots of
fun. It touches the heart, and stimulates the brain.’ – Happy Valley Books Read
‘The best of the best of heart-wrenching yarns.’ – Woman’s Day

SANDIE DOCKER grew up in Coffs Harbour, and first fell in love with reading
when her father introduced her to fantasy books as a teenager. Her love of fiction
began when she first read Jane Austen, but it wasn’t until she was taking a
translation course at university that her Mandarin lecturer suggested she might
have a knack for writing – a seed of an idea that sat quietly in the back of her
mind while she lived overseas and travelled the world. Sandie first decided to put
pen to paper when living in London. Now back in Sydney with her husband and
daughter, she writes every day.

H I ST O RI C A L FI C T I O N

THE INVESTIGATORS
Anthony Hill
March 2023
Michael Joseph
352pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold for previous titles: Burnt Stick – United States (Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt Books for Young Readers); The Last Convict – Italy
(Pessime Idee Edizioni)

A novel of high adventure, exploration, shipwreck and survival, based on the life of Matthew Flinders’ cousin,
fifteen-year-old midshipman John Franklin, by the award-winning author of Soldier Boy.

‘Our discoveries have been great, but the risks and misfortunes many.’
John Franklin always wanted to be a sailor. As a volunteer in the Royal Navy at age fourteen, he found
himself in the Battle of Copenhagan, but nothing could prepare him for the adventure of a lifetime,
when he set off in 1801 with his cousin Matthew Flinders on HMS Investigator as it sought to chart the
first circumnavigation of Australia.
Taking on responsibility for the chronometers, under the jealous eye of Flinders’ younger brother, the
young midshipman found all the action, adventure and excitement he’d hoped for in his new life at sea.
It inspired him to become one of the great navigators and explorers of the 19th century.
However, he wasn’t quite so prepared for the other challenges that life onboard had in store – the
rivalries with fellow shipmates, the shortages of food, and the harsh realities of what they encountered
in the colonies. Danger, disease and death seemed to follow in their wake, and even the Investigator was
at serious risk of survival, and had to flee to Koepang in present-day Indonesia for repair.
The history books tell us that the first circumnavigation of Australia was completed on this voyage – but
award-winning author Anthony Hill tells us how it was achieved. The Investigators is an unforgettable
story of high adventure, exploration, shipwreck and survival as a young sailor comes of age.
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ANTHONY HILL is a multi-award-winning, bestselling author. His novel
Soldier Boy, about Australia’s youngest known Anzac, was winner of the
2002 NSW Premier’s Literary Award for Books for Young Adults. More
recently, his children’s book, Captain Cook’s Apprentice, won the 2009
NSW Premier’s Young People’s History Prize. Soldier Boy, Young Digger,
Animal Heroes and For Love as Country follow as further testimony to
his remarkable ability to extensively research historical material and,
from wide-ranging sources, piece together a moving and exciting story.
He is also the author of two novellas, the beautiful Shadow Dog, and the
award-winning The Burnt Stick, illustrated by Mark Sofilas, as well as the
picture book, Lucy’s Cat and the Rainbow Birds, illustrated by Jane Tanner.
Photo Credit © Penguin Random House

CO MMERC I A L FI C T I O N

HOW TO LOITER IN A TURF WAR
Jessica Hansell a.k.a. Coco Solid
May 2022
Penguin New Zealand
176pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

A genre-bending work of autobiographical fiction from a fierce and versatile artist.
Like nothing you’ve read before, How to Loiter in a Turf War is a lucid, genre-bending, cinematic
work of fiction from one of the most versatile artists.
It’s a day in the life of three friends beefing with their own city, Tamaki Makaurau. With gentrification
closing in and racial tensions sweltering, the girls must cling to their friendship like a life raft, determined
not to let their neighbourhood drift out to sea.
Fast, ferociously brilliant, crack-up funny and unforgettably true.
Pre-Publication Praise
‘This book paints a picture of the Auckland I grew up in - when waiting for the 025 to town was a gamble,
and the answer to the question ‘where are you from?’ was an essay, not a sentence. Like everything she
makes, Coco Solid imbues this book with fierce intelligence, laser-sharp specificity and cosmic warmth.’
- Rose Matafeo, writer and actress of Starstuck and Baby Done
‘Sharp, funny and dope as hell, How to Loiter in a Turf War is another Coco Solid work of genius. With her
piercing prose and expansive worlds, Coco has long been a life-raft for brown kids swimming against the
whirlpools of urban realities, and this work is no different. Painfully perceptive, familiar and hopeful.’
- Lana Lopesi, author of Bloody Woman
‘This is one of the most exciting books I’ve ever read. A celebration and a challenge and an impressive
work of art and intelligence.’ - Pip Adam, author of Nothing to See
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JESSICA HANSELL (Ngapuhi/Samoa) is a writer, multimedia artist and
musician from Auckland, long known by her rap nickname Coco Solid.
She is the creator of cult Maori cartoon Aroha Bridge with screenwriting
credits ranging from comedy Wellington Paranormal to indigenous
soap Ahikaroa and is a long-time member of Taika Waititi’s Piki Films,
producers of her forthcoming science-fiction series Jupiter Park.
As Coco Solid, Parallel Dance Ensemble, Badd Energy and Fanau
Spa, she has gained a loyal international music following and now
heads artist-led record label and production house Kuini Qontrol,
which also makes independent film, audio and animation projects.
She is co-director of the Onehunga community space Wheke Fortress.
Hansell was named the Fulbright Creative New Zealand Pacific writer in residence
in 2018, studying at the University of Hawai’i, where she started writing How To
Loiter In A Turf War while researching gentrification in the Pacific. The following
year Coco was named a national Arts Laureate by The Arts Foundation NZ.
Photo Credit © Jessica Hansell

SH O RT ST O RI ES

HOW TO GET FIRED
E. R. Belich
March 2023
Penguin New Zealand
304pp (153mm x 234mm)
Rights Held: World

Wry, real and astute, these linked stories are from an exciting new talent.
In BurgerKai, Mel is given a motivational talk on what she says is ‘failing at a stupid, screwed-up sales job,
selling stupid plastic shelving’. Her days at Pacific Wave Plastics are numbered. Meanwhile, in the next
story, Vic bikes through Christchurch collecting mementoes from the houses she has lived in, while her
ex-partner Emma makes the decision to move to Auckland to work at a plastics factory . . .
And so the chain continues: characters walk from one story to the next, often oblivious to each other,
perhaps related through colleagues, or having once attended the same school, or simply crossed paths
on a beach that offers escape from work. Oblique connections unite them, as does their daily struggle to
negotiate relationships while they try to survive employment, or avoid it, or face getting fired.
‘Reading these stories was an utterly absorbing experience. E. R. Belich demonstrates insider knowledge
of unions and working conditions in real peoples’ everyday lives with a profound compassion that is never
sentimental. Her characters are deeply observed as they thread their way in and out of loosely linked
narratives. I was reminded of Elizabeth Strout’s wonderful Olive Kitteridge. I kept catching my breath as
I came across familiar detail presented with a fresh and loving eye; this is simply a must read.’ – Fiona
Kidman, author of So Far, For Now

Sales Points:
• The stories are linked. Reminicient of Olive Kitteridge on a more subtle level.
• A brilliant new voice in short story fiction.
• The opening story came second in the 2020 Sargeson Prize for short stories, judged that
year by Owen Marshall.
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E. R. Belich is Wellington-born with a Croatian background. A political activist,
she is a qualified lawyer, trade union organiser and mediator. With a Master’s in
creative writing from the IIML, she won the Fish Prize in 2013, was shortlisted for
the Bridport Prize in 2016 and came second in the Sargeson Prize in 2020.

SH O RT ST O RI ES

RETURN TO HARIKOA BAY
Owen Marshall
August 2022
Random house NZ Vintage
Trade paperback – 320pp
Rights held: World
Rights sold for previous title: Love As a Stranger – Slovenia (MIS
Publishing)

New work from the master of the short story.
Whenever I think of coming to punish my father, it’s always in a strong wind, and that’s blowing now as I
drive up the long, unsealed track to the house and sheds.
So begins one of Owen Marshall’s superbly subversive stories. He offers up a wide range of subjects, from
untimely deaths to unusual discoveries made about friends or neighbours, from burnishing an overseas
trip to a tale about saving a business venture.
With over ten years since his last collection of new stories, Marshall explores his fellow New Zealanders,
bringing his wisdom and wry eye to his vivid, insightful scenes.
Places bring back people, people bring back places, and both conjure the cinema of your past.
Sales points
• Marshall is widely considered to be New Zealand’s finest living short-story writer along with
Fiona Kidman
• Marshall’s stories appeal to those interested in New Zealand fiction, particularly tourists, as he
captures the landscape, voice, small towns, people, and wry humour so beautifully
• ‘Coming Home in the Dark’, the first story from Marshall’s previous collection, was recently
made into a feature film, selected for Sundance
Praise for Owen Marshall
’Owen Marshall has established himself as one of the masters of the short story’
– Livres Hebdo, Paris
‘I find myself exclaiming over and again with delight at the precision, the beauty, the near perfection of
his writing.’ – Fiona Kidman, author of So Far, For Now
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OWEN MARSHALL, described by Vincent O’Sullivan as ‘New Zealand’s
best prose writer’, is an award-winning novelist, short story writer, poet and
anthologist. Awards for his fiction include the New Zealand Literary Fund
Scholarship in Letters, fellowships at Otago and Canterbury universities,
and the Katherine Mansfield Memorial Fellowship in Menton, France. In
2000 he became an Officer of the New Zealand Order of Merit (ONZM) for
services to literature, in 2012 was made a Companion of the New Zealand
Order of Merit (CNZM) and in 2013 received the Prime Minister’s Award for
Literary Achievement in Fiction. In 2006 he was invited by the French Centre
National du Livre to participate in their Les Belles Etranges festival and
subsequent tour, anthology and documentary. Photo Credit © Jackie Jones

SH O RT ST O RI ES

POUNAMU POUNAMU
Witi Ihimaera
August 2022
Raupo New Zealand
192pp (129mm x 198mm)
Rights Held: World
Rights sold previous title: The Whale Rider – Italy (Bompiani)

First published in 1972, Pounamu Pounamu has been in print for fifty years
Pounamu Pounamu is classic Ihimaera. First published in 1972, it was immediately endorsed by Maori and
Pakeha alike for its original stories that showed how important Maori identity is for all New Zealanders. As
Katherine Mansfield did in her first collection In a German Pension (1911), and Janet Frame in The Lagoon
(1951), Witi Ihimaera explores in Pounamu Pounamu what it is like to be a New Zealander - but from a
Maori perspective.
The seeds of Ihimaera’s later works are first introduced in this ground-breaking collection: The Whale
Rider in his story ‘The Whale’, The Rope of Man in ‘Tangi’, and the character of Simeon form Bulibasha,
King of the Gypsies in ‘One Summer Morning’; and the themes of aroha (love), whanaungatanga (kinship)
and manaakitanga (supporting each other), which are so intergral to Ihimaera’s work.
Rights Sold Other Titles
Witi has been published in North America, United Kingdom, France, Germany, The Netherlands, Italy,
Brazil, Macedonia, Estonia and Thailand. Four of these titles have been adapted into film, with two more
titles currently under option.
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WITI IHIMAERA was the first Maori to publish both a book of short stories and a
novel, and has published notable novels, collections of short stories, children’s
books and works of nonfiction. A three-time winner of the Wattie/Montana Book
of the Year award, he has received numerous awards. Among many tributes
to his contribution to literature are the Star of Oceania Award, University of
Hawaii, a laureate award from the New Zealand Arts Foundation, the Toi Maori
Maui Tiketike Award, the Premio Ostana International Award, presented to him
in Italy, a Distinguished Companion of the Order of New Zealand, a Chevalier
de l’ordre des Arts et des Lettres in France and the NZ Prime Minister’s Awards
for Literary Achievement. His best-known novel is The Whale Rider, which was
made into an internationally successful film in 2002. Photo Credit © Andi Crown
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ABOUT THE ADULT PUBLISHING TEAMS
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE AUSTRALIA
Justin Ractliffe
Publishing Director
Justin Ractliffe is the Publishing Director at Penguin Random House Australia. His previous role was
Managing Director of Hachette Australia and he has held a variety of senior executive roles across
publishing. Australian authors he has worked with include Geraldine Brooks, Shaun Tan, Maggie
Beer, Peter FitzSimons and Michael Robotham. He is the recipient of the 2019 Copyright Agency’s
Cultural Fund Publisher Fellowship and published his report ‘Instinct, Input and Insight: Readercentricity in publishing’ in October of that year.

Nikki Christer
Publisher at Large
Nikki Christer is Publisher at Large at Penguin Random House Australia. Authors she works with
include Peter Carey, Tim Winton, Anna Funder, Richard Flanagan, Elliot Perlman, Chloe Hooper,
Stephanie Alexander and Evie Wyld. In 2014, Richard Flanagan’s The Narrow Road to the Deep North
won the Man Booker Prize. Nikki also sits on the board of the Sydney Writers’ Festival.

Beverley Cousins
Publisher, Commercial Fiction
Before moving to Australia with her family in 2007, Beverley Cousins had twenty years of
experience in London publishing (first for Pan Macmillan and then Penguin Books UK). Following
a year’s secondment with Penguin Australia, she moved to Random House Australia as Fiction
Publisher. During her career she has published a number of brand-name authors, including
Minette Walters, Colin Dexter and Janet Evanovich, and currently looks after bestselling authors
Judy Nunn, Loretta Hill, Deborah Rodriguez, Nicole Alexander, Candice Fox and M.L. Stedman,
among others.

Meredith Curnow
Publisher, Literary Fiction
Meredith Curnow is a literary publisher working across Knopf, Vintage and Hamish Hamilton,
publishing fiction and non-fiction. The authors she is delighted to work with include Thomas
Keneally, Julia Gillard and Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Yassmin Abdel-Magied, Philipp Meyer, David Malouf,
Kate Forsyth, Tara June Winch and Kathy Lette. Meredith is involved in a number of fellowship
programs. She is also a member of the board of youth arts organisation Express Media.
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Alison Urquhart
Publisher, Non-Fiction
Alison Urquhart is a commercial non-fiction publisher. Before joining Penguin Random House,
Alison was Associate Publisher, Non-Fiction at HarperCollins Australia. She has also worked as a
literary agent, both in Britain and Australia. Alison broadly publishes across the areas of history,
military history, sport, true crime, memoir and biography. She publishes many bestselling authors,
including Jesse Fink and Turia Pitt, and highly acclaimed historians Paul Ham, Mike Carlton and
Garry Linnell.

adult publishing teams

Ali Watts
Publisher, Commercial Fiction and Commercial Non-Fiction
Ali Watts is a publisher of commercial fiction and select non-fiction, publishing into our Penguin
and Michael Joseph imprints. With over twenty-five years’ experience at Penguin, she has
worked with some of Australia’s most beloved and successful writers and personalities. She has
a particular passion for commercial fiction, and her internationally bestselling authors include
Monica McInerney, Fiona McIntosh, Katherine Scholes, Megan Goldin, Josephine Moon and Kyle
Perry.

Sophie Ambrose
Publisher, Non-Fiction
Sophie Ambrose moved to Australia from England in 1998 and joined Penguin Books Australia.
In 2002 she moved to Random House Australia as a Senior Editor, then Managing Editor,
Commissioning Editor and now Publisher. In her various roles she has worked with some of
Penguin Random House’s biggest authors across all genres. She currently focuses on memoirs,
parenting books, gift books and self-help.

Isabelle Yates
Head of Penguin Publishing Lab
Having previously worked at Penguin Random House UK, Izzy has been commissioning non-fiction
at Penguin Random House Australia for over five years. Her areas of interest are pop culture, health
and wellbeing, self-help and personal development, lifestyle and cookery. She is always on the
lookout for inspiring books with a valuable application to real life, and runs the Penguin Publishing
Lab which focuses on books informed by consumer insight and trends. Izzy’s authors include
Professor Valter Longo, plant-based nutritionist Simon Hill, comedian Nat’s What I Reckon and the
creators of the hit podcast Shameless, Michelle Andrews and Zara McDonald.
Brandon VanOver
Publisher, Non-Fiction
Brandon VanOver moved from Curtis Brown in the US to Random House Australia in 2004, starting
as Editorial Assistant and eventually becoming a Senior Editor and then the Managing Editor at
Penguin Random House Australia. After a time as Associate Publisher, Non-Fiction, at Simon &
Schuster Australia, Brandon returned to PRH in 2020 as a publisher, focusing on narrative nonfiction, memoir, sport, popular culture, history, true crime and humour.
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Claire Murdoch
Head of Publishing
As Head of Publishing, Claire Murdoch directs the Penguin Random House New Zealand list across
non-fiction, fiction and children’s books. With broad experience in the Australian and New Zealand
book trade, including roles at Allen & Unwin, Te Papa Press and PRH, her books have won dozens
of awards. Claire has particular expertise in illustrated non-fiction and art books, Maori books,
popular culture, biography and memoir. Her authors include Chelsea Winter, Ruby Jones and Kyle
Mewburn.

Harriet Allan
Publisher, Fiction
Harriet Allan has been working for Penguin Random House and its earlier incarnations for over thirty
years. She publishes many of New Zealand’s pre-eminent writers, including Fiona Kidman, Owen
Marshall, Witi Ihimaera and Charlotte Grimshaw, among numerous others who regularly feature
on the New Zealand bestseller list. Over the years her authors have won the New Zealand Book
Awards, the Montana Book Awards, the New Zealand Post Awards and the Best First Book in the
Commonwealth Writers Prize, and several have been shortlisted for the prestigious Frank O’Connor
Award. She publishes both literary and commercial fiction under the imprints of Penguin, Vintage
and Black Swan. She also publishes Young Adult fiction.

Margaret Sinclair
Publisher, General Non-Fiction
Margaret Sinclair commissions general trade non-fiction titles, including cookbooks, lifestyle, health
and wellbeing, heartland and parenting titles. She also works with a range of organisations including
charities, schools and corporates to produce professional and attractive books for and about them.
She has worked for several publishers in New Zealand and the UK over the last thirty years, including
Heinemann Educational, Macmillan, Fodor’s and Random House.
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